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Abstract
The fashion apparel industry has evolved significantly over the last two decades driven by the
internationalisation and rapid rise of global fast fashion retailer brands. This research seeks to introduce and
explore how two internationalization models-Incremental and Rapid Internationalization-can be applied to two
representative global fast fashion retailers (Zara and H&M). It seeks to apply these models on the basis of three
perspectives–“knowledge sharing, resource-based view and psychic distance”. The result suggested that H&M
and Zara do not entirely correlate with the expectations of Incremental and Rapid Internationalization Models.
This appears to be significantly different from what has been covered in the literature, which concludes that Zara
was a born-global fast fashion retailer and H&M was a traditional/gradual global one. Another conclusion is the
adoption of the Rapid Internationalization Models by the two fast fashion retailers were not completely
independently from use of the Incremental Models, especially in their early expansion stages.
Keywords: incremental internationalization, rapid internationalization, global fast fashion retailers
1. Introduction
Over the last two decades, the fashion apparel industry has evolved significantly with many retailers undertaking
worldwide expansion of their operations (Bhardwaj & Fairhurst, 2010). This predominant trend has resulted
from changing dynamics in the fashion industry, such as the fading of mass production, modified structural
characteristics in the supply chain, demand for lower cost, and flexibility in design, logistics, and distribution
(Doyle et al., 2006). Therefore, in order to maintain a competitive position in this increasingly dynamic market,
some fashion retailers have adopted a “Quick Response” concept (Franks, 2000). According to Taplin (1999),
such a strategy can be characterized as gaining competitive advantages through reducing time gaps between
designing and consumption on a seasonal basis.
Based on the concept of “Quick Response”, “fast fashion” has been defined as “a business strategy that aims to
shrink the processes involved in the buying cycle and lead times for getting new fashion products into stores, in
order to satisfy consumer demand at its peak” (Barnes & Lea-Greenwood, 2006, p. 259). The business concept
of these retailers such as Zara, Benetton and H&M, is characterized by three components: short production and
distribution lead times (quick response production capabilities); highly fashionable product design (enhanced
product design capabilities); and affordable prices for the middle market-between “Prada-Primark” segments
(cost control capabilities) (Cachon & Swinney, 2011; Tokatli, 2008).
Another important reason for the changing dynamics of the fashion industry is the internationalization process of
fast fashion retailers (Bhardwaj & Fairhurst, 2010). The first step to the internationalization of many fashion
retailers is often through their buying decisions, enabling the modified structural characteristics in the supply
chain. One leading debate is where to source products (domestic versus offshore sourcing) and whether to
manage the process of end-to-end supply chain coordination internally or to outsource part or all of the logistics
functions (Fernie & Perry, 2011).
On the other hand, the drivers of change in the fashion industry were mainly the rapid rise of global fast fashion
retailer brands and their internationalization (Fernie & Perry, 2011). Those US and European entrants to the
fashion market, such as Zara, Benetton and H&M, stretched their brands into new segments through bringing
affordable style to the high street. More significantly they also took their retail concepts across the globe to grasp
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growth opportunities, and thus contributed critically to the success of the fast fashion retailers. For instance,
compared to Gap with net sales of 38% coming from its international activities, Zara and H&M have a greater
global presence with 79%and 94% respectively of net sales in 2011 (The Gap, 2011; Inditex, 2011a; H&M,
2011a). Therefore, it is necessary to discuss the global fast fashion retail internationalization process on the basis
of their retail concepts, the extent and timing of internationalization of a firm.
Efforts to study retail internationalization have been numerous with much of the existing academic literature on
this area focusing on retail operations including “motives for internationalization, direction of growth, method of
market entry, and degree of adaptation to new markets” (Alexander, 1997; Sternquist, 1998). Others have tended
to develop retail internationalization models in relation to the Incremental Internationalization Models (Johanson
& Vahlne, 1975; 1977) by comparing another new paradigm-Rapid Internationalization Models to rethink the
belief that all firms entered foreign markets gradually (Chetty & Campbell-Hunt, 2004). However, there is
limited research trying to adopt these two retail internationalization models to analyze global fast fashion
retailers “internationalization process”.
Therefore, the purpose of this research will be regarded mainly explorative in order to introduce and discuss how
two internationalization models-Incremental and Rapid Internationalization - can be applied within global fast
fashion retailers. One of the major missions is to adopt those theories as a “tool” and to translate them into the
reality of two chosen global fast fashion retailers (Zara and H&M). The review of the academic literature will
assess two internationalization models-Incremental and Rapid-and then the existing literature studying this sector
will also be reviewed for two fast fashion retailers: H&M and Zara. And then, a qualitative research approach
will be outlined incorporating a case study research design and data collection method. Data about H&M’s and
Zara’s retail concepts (design, manufacturing, logistics, and store management) and internationalization
processes (International Presence, Entry Modes, International Marketing, and International Management) will be
analyzed. Discussion will adopt Incremental Internationalization Models to assess how the internationalization
process of H&M aligns with this model. It will also apply the Rapid Internationalization Models to Zara.
2. Theory
2.1 Incremental Internationalization Models
The Incremental Internationalization approach is based on behavioral theoretical perspectives of the firm (Cyert
& March, 1963) and adopts a more dynamic approach that views internationalization as an incremental process.
In other words, companies tart transaction activities in their domestic markets and then sequentially expand to
new countries. Incremental Internationalization Models suggest firms internationalize by following predictable
stages from simple steps to complex operations, entailing as low step-by-step process (Johanson & Vahlne, 1977;
Li et al., 2004). While many models exist to explain these characteristics of the internationalization process of
the firm, one main model can be identified within this incremental approach, referred to as the “Uppsala
Internationalization Model (U-Model)” by Johanson and Wiedersheim-Paul (1975); Johanson and Vahlne (1977).
The Uppsala Internationalization Model (U-Model) consisted of two sub-models: the Establishment Chain by
Johanson and Wiedersheim-Paul (1975) and the Internationalization Process Model by Johanson and Vahlne
(1977; 1990), which explains two patterns of internationalization at the operational level. Firstly, firms enter into
a specific market according to the establishment chain (Johanson & Wiedersheim, 1975), which indicates an
increasing commitment of resources to the market. The second pattern implies that firms enter new markets with
successively greater psychic distance (e.g., psychological distance: differences in language, education, business
practices, culture and industrial development) (Andersen, 1993; Johanson & Vahlne, 1990). This suggests firms
enter a particular market close to and similar to the home country before expanding into more distant and
dissimilar markets.
The practical application of Incremental Internationalization Models and in particular Uppsala
Internationalization Model, have been examined in many studies. In retailing there is some evidence to support
this incremental approach, companies such as Gap, Aldi, Body Shop and other category companies such as IKEA
and Toys ‘R’ Us still aligned with an “organic growth strategy” associated with the U-Model, which are willing
to build up market penetration in new markets over a long time frame through developing their own sites
(Helfferich et al., 1997).
Nevertheless, Incremental Internationalization has received criticism for many aspects in their models. Most of
the criticism is based on the observation that company behaviour has changed due to increasing global
competition and accelerated technological development. For example, stages in the Establishment Chain could
be leapfrogged by some companies (Hedlund & Kverneland, 1985). Some start-ups attempt to internationalize
soon after their establishments (Oviatt & McDougall, 1994). The internationalization process has also become
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more rapidly nowadays (Oviatt & McDougall, 1994; Zahra et al., 2000) and the correlation between the order in
which a company enters foreign markets and psychic distance has weakened (Madsen & Servais, 1997).
Consider Logitech, a global leader in computer peripherals, was established by entrepreneurs from Switzerland
and the U.S., where the firms set up dual headquarters. It started the internationalization process from inception
through its first commercial contract with a Japanese company (McDougall et al., 1994). Furthermore, research
and development (R&D) and manufacturing were initially split between these two countries, and then quickly
spread to Ireland and Taiwan through FDI without a strong established domestic orientation (Rothaermelet al.,
2006).
What is currently being debated is “slow Internationalizers” versus “Born Global Start-Ups” (Loane et al., 2007;
Sapienza et al., 2006), including: can firms internationalize faster than what has been suggested by traditional
stage models? Furthermore, should they rapidly internationalize? Advocates argue that every industry has
become “global” and that firms need to rapidly go after these opportunities (Govindarajan & Gupta, 2001), while
incremental internationalization theories suggest that firms need to enter culturally and institutionally close
markets first, spend enough time there to accumulate overseas experience, and then gradually move from more
primitive modes such as exports to more sophisticated strategies such as FDI in distant markets. Consistent with
Incremental Internationalization Models, Sweden’s IKEA, for example, waited 20 years before entering
neighbouring Norway. Only more recently has it accelerated its internationalization (Kling & Goteman, 2003).
On the other hand, a key issue is whether it is better for firms to start the internationalization process soon after
founding (i.e., Born-global firms) or to postpone until the firm has accumulated significant resources (e.g.,
IKEA). One view supports rapid internationalization (Autio et al., 2000). Specifically, firms following the
prescription of Incremental Internationalization Models, when eventually internationalizing, must overcome
substantial inertia because of their domestic orientation. In contrast, firms that internationalize earlier may
overcome fewer of these barriers. Therefore, firms without an established domestic orientation (e.g., Logitech)
may outperform their rivals that wait longer to internationalize (Mathews & Zander, 2007; Nadkarni & Perez,
2007).
Therefore, due to this deficiency of Incremental Internationalization Models, “Rapid Internationalization Models”
need to be introduced and discussed to explain the internationalization process more completely.
2.2 Rapid Internationalization Models
Rapid Internationalization Models emerged due to the evidence that many firms avoided incremental patterns in
their internationalization process and claims that they start their international activities from birth (Bell, 1995;
Jones & Dimitratos, 2004; McDougall et al., 1994; Oviatt & McDougall, 1994). Some empirical evidence
conforms to this claim which challenges the validity of Incremental Internationalization Models, in particular
Uppsala Model (Bell & McNaughton, 2000; Crick & Jones, 2000). However, companies adopt this Rapid
Internationalization Models due to new external conditions such as advances in technology regarding production,
transportation and communication (Chetty & Campbell-Hunt, 2004), and due to entrepreneurs with more
international experience and foreign market knowledge (Madsen & Servais, 1997). Furthermore, the
liberalization of trade also pushes firms’ customers to international markets and causes more intense competition
derived from imports in its domestic market. These changing environmental conditions are creating the ideal
context for Rapid Internationalization Models to emerge (Oviatt & McDougall, 1995; 2000).
A similar approach can be found in Rennie (1993), where firms adopting Rapid Internationalization Models are
labelled as Born-globals. The global economy, the increasing demand for globally customised products, growth
of international value chains and global networks, offshoring and advances in technologies have contributed to
the emergence of Born-globals (Knight & Cavusgil, 1996; Madsen et al., 2000). According to Madsen and
Servais (1997), successful Born-globals depend on ambition and the motivation of the founders, corporate
governance, the structure of the organisation, market internationalization, innovative technology and product
design. Although the Born-globals may have limited experience in international business, they offer niche
products targeted at global markets and possess knowledge-intensive skills which enable them to provide
value-added products and services (Gabrielsson & Alobaidi, 2004).
2.2 Fast Fashion Retail Internationalization
Based on the existing literature on theories of internationalization and the emerging concept of born-global
retailers, Bhardwaj et al. (2011) and Jonsson (2008) develop an exploratory conceptual model seeking to
acknowledge the differences in the internationalization process, between the two types of fashion retailers:
Incremental and Born-global. This study analyses the application of theories on fashion retail internationalization
(in three perspectives: knowledge sharing, resource-based view, and psychic distance) for born-global retailers as
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they are to gradual-global retailers.
2.2.1 Knowledge Sharing and Entry Mode
Knowledge sharing is defined as “the way that a retailer gathers and diffuses proprietary market information”
(Bhardwaj et al., 2011, p. 298), which is regarded as the key competitive advantage to enable sharing and
exploiting worldwide, locally created knowledge (Kogut & Zander, 1992). When a retailer becomes international,
there are three types of knowledge sharing generating foreign market insight: forward, reverse, and lateral
knowledge flow (Jonsson, 2008). Forward knowledge flow translates from headquarters to subsidiaries. Within a
retailer’s expansion, forward knowledge flow is useful that managerial expertise and the retail concept can be
translated from headquarters to newer stores. Lateral flow occurs between subsidiaries, allowing stores that open
in foreign markets to share experiences and customer interactions in the new location, with stores in other
foreign markets. When a new store gathers unique information about a new market, reverse flow goes from
subsidiaries to headquarters. The new stores need to successfully share information about the new market with
headquarters in order for practices to be effectively adapted. The largest amount of learning about a new culture
will occur within that culture (Jonsson, 2008). Thus when local employees utilize reverse knowledge flow, the
global retailer gains greater insight into its new markets (Bhardwaj et al., 2011).
According to Kim and Hwang (1992), knowledge sharing is also considered as a transaction-specific variable
that affects entry mode choice, including the value of retailer specific and tacit natural know-how. Retailer
specific know-how is information that can be expressed in physical forms, such as manuals or directories. Tacit
natural know-how is not embedded in physical knowledge but is instead knowledge gained through doing and
communicating (Nonaka, 1994). This knowledge is transmitted within a retailer and is crucial to the company’s
decision of what kind of control they retain and the risk they will take, and will therefore help to form their
ultimate entry mode choice. It is also suggested that a retailer with high levels of transaction-specific and tacit
nature know-how would choose a high level of control when they internationalized, because they would not want
to lose proprietary knowledge (Kim & Hwang, 1992).
Therefore, Chetty and Campbell-Hunt (2004) and Bhardwaj et al. (2011) explain that Born-global retailers have
three features: perceiving the world as one marketplace and may not have a strong domestic market as support to
the internationalization process; risk-taking ability is higher among managers in such retailers, which results in
adapting to and innovating in new environments more quickly; and asserting that prior experience and
knowledge can be gained early on in life of the retailer. In contrast, traditional or gradual global retailers are
described as a domestic orientation with a strong financial support for the internationalization process. For
example, Wal-Mart took 30 years to establish its large domestic market before entering a neighbouring country,
which enabled its “aggressive expansion” more recently (Arnold & Fernie, 2000). Due to the aversion to take
risks and a lack of knowledge, gradual retailers also internationalize through a slow learning process, where the
actions and commitment of retailers are nurtured in their domestic market until they reach the expected
performance levels (Anderson, 2000). This view of traditional global retailers emphasizes that commitment
through incremental steps should be based on experience and gained knowledge about foreign markets
(Bhardwaj et al., 2011).
2.2.2 Resource-Based View
Resource-based theory refers to a firm’s ability to achieve and sustain competitive advantages (Wernerfelt, 1984).
This theory is based on Dunning’s (1981; 1988; 2000) research on conceptualized resource advantages, which
affected mostly the internationalization strategy as ownership-specific advantages and included two basic types
of advantages: asset-based and transaction-based. Asset-based advantages refer to unique products or a
company’s reputation, such as private label clothing and uniquely recognizable products. Transaction-based
advantages occur due to the way things are done within the retailer, including volume buying, economies of
scale, and distribution advantages (Sternquist, 1997; Runyan, 2003).
In addition, these resources also have a significant effect on a firm’s decision to, and method of
internationalizing. According to the Strategic International Retail Expansion (SIRE) Model which is associated
with stage theory, retailers tend to internationalize in two fundamental ways: Multinational or Global (Sternquist,
1997). A multinational retailer adapts its internationalization model to the culture to which it expands, and is
willing to share and change its business format on the international stage, while global retailers use a standard
retail format, and internationalize utilizing firm-specific resource advantages. In order to maintaining the
ownership-specific advantages, retailers needs to keep a high level of control over how it internationalizes,
preventing format duplication, and protecting secrets. Consequently, global retailers have decentralized
management for better control over the expanding retailer (Sternquist, 1997). According to Burt (2002), he
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classifies gglobal retailerss as high fashiion retailers annd specialist cchains, and muultinational groocery retailers such
as Ahold, w
which adapt thheir strategies tto individual ccountry marketts.
Accordingg to the study developed by Bhardwaj et aal. (2011), it cconcludes thatt Born-global rretailers tend to be
fully integgrated, consideering its markketplace as hoomogenous thrroughout the w
world and keeeping the prod
ducts
standardizzed. Wal-Mart,, for example,, tended to coppy the “Wal-M
Mart Way” in more distant markets durin
ng its
aggressivee expansion staage (1995-19999), such as Arggentina, Brazill, China and G
Germany (Ferniie et al., 2006). Not
until the ddifficulties exxperienced in Germany andd South Koreaa, did Wal-Maart enter into the third stag
ge: a
relatively prudent and slow
s
developm
ment (Arnold & Fernie, 20000). On the oother hand, thee traditional global
retailers (ee.g., Ahold) apppear to be paartially integratted, which sugggests that its market may ddevelop custom
mized
products bbased on targett location (Cheetty & Campbeell-Hunt, 20044). Furthermorre, it also arguees that Born-global
retailers m
maintain long-tterm relationsships and netw
works with inttermediaries thhat have expeeriential knowlledge
instead off waiting to accumulate the knowledge theemselves, whiile the traditional global retaailers tend to build
b
short-term
m relationshipss in early staages of internnationalizationn and accumuulate knowledge with time and
experiencee (Bhardwaj ett al., 2011).
2.2.3 Psycchic Distance
As discussed above in psychic distaance theories, the study deeveloped by B
Bhardwajet al.. (2011) comp
pares
Johanson aand Wiedersheeim-Paul’s (19975) view withh a psychic disstance paradoxx (O’Grady & Lane, 1996; Evans
E
& Mavonddo, 2002). The psychic disttance paradox argues a retailer may assum
me that the prroximate mark
ket is
similar enoough as to nott require markket intelligencee, while one w
who aims to ennter a psychiccally distant market
m
will work harder to gain knowledge off the market, aand thus actually acquire a beetter understannding of this diistant
market (O’Grady & Lanne, 1996). Connsequently, Bhaardwajet al. (22011) explain tthat Born-globbal fashion reta
ailers
emphasizee psychic distaance is irrelevvant for internnationalization,, while the traaditional globaal fashion reta
ailers
assume thhat entering neew markets as a function oof the psychicc distance to the prior expperience (Chetty &
Campbell--Hunt, 2004).
In conclussion, the studyy developed byy Bhardwaj ett al. (2011) claassifies retailerrs on the basiss of the time taken
t
and thus ttheir strategy process
p
as eitther incrementtal (traditionall or gradual gllobal) or dynaamic (Born-global)
(Figure 1)). Furthermoree, it also devvelops an expploratory concceptual model, which explaains three stra
ategy
componennts for a born-gglobal fashion retailer: greatter knowledge sharing (all thhree types of kknowledge sha
aring:
forward, lateral and revverse); greater resource-baseed advantages (the high-riskk, high-rewardd model); and least
psychic distance (Bhardw
waj et al., 2011).

Figgure 1. Graduaal global versuus born-global retail internatiionalization
Source: Bharrdwaj et al., 2011, p. 297.

3. Method
d
3.1 Researrch Strategy
Accordingg to Ticehurst and
a Veal (20000), methodologgy refers to the way in whicch researchers approach prob
blems
and seek aanswers. The liiterature classiifies research m
methodologiess as quantitativve or qualitativve (Bryman & Bell,
2011). Quuantitative ressearch is the systematic ccollection of numeric dataa that seeks to identify causal
models, the accademic theorries and/or hyppotheses (Tayllor &
relationshiips and the ressults such as m
mathematical m
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Bogdan, 1998). Common strategies can be experiments and surveys which are employed through
self-completion questionnaires, structured interviews, and observations (Hair et al., 2003).
In contrast, qualitative research implies an emphasis on processes and meanings that are not measured in terms
of quantity, amount, intensity or frequency, and provide a deeper understanding of the phenomenon within its
context (Bryman & Bell, 2011). It also creates a strong relationship between the researcher and the phenomenon
under study (Hair et al., 2003). Possible strategies can be in the form of case studies, action research, participant
observations, and personal documents such as diaries, letters, and journals (Saunders et al., 2007).
As mentioned above, the purpose of this research is to find to what extent the internationalization process of Zara
and H&M align with Incremental and Rapid Internationalization Models. With this objective, this research
adopts a systemized structure capable of both explaining and predicting phenomena. This enables the researchers
understand to how and why the fast fashion retailers internationalise from the social actors’ own interpretation of
their real life experiences, exploring their attitudes, values and beliefs about the research topic (Bryman & Bell,
2011). Therefore, qualitative research based on an exploratory approachis recommended. The research
significance indicates that not only it is descriptive, but also explanatory because an attempt has been made to
explain the internationalization process of fast fashion retailers adopting internationalization models and theories
that had been explored in studies in other contexts (Yin, 2009).
3.2 Research Strategy
There are two main reasons for choosing case studies as a research strategy in this study. Firstly, when
considering research questions as the first condition for differentiating strategies, “how and why” questions lead
to “case studies”, “histories” and “experiments” as the preferred research strategies, while “what, who, where,
how many and how much” questions refer to “survey” and “archival analysis” (Table 1). In this study, although
the research questions are “how” questions types, a better understanding of the internationalization of fast
fashion retailers is also pursued through answering “why” Zara and H&M are able to gain competitive
advantages through adopting international activities. Secondly, compared with “experiment” and “history”
strategies, case studies are appropriate for examining contemporary events when the relevant behaviour cannot
be manipulated (Table 1). Therefore, as the investigators have no control over the events and focus on both
historical and contemporary events, the “case study” strategy is recommended in this research.
Table 1. Relevant situations for different research strategies
Strategy

Form of Research Questions

Requires Control over Behavioral

Focus

Events

Events

Experiments

How, Why

Yes

Yes

Survey

Who, What, Where,

No

Yes

No

Yes/No

of

Contemporary

How Many,
How Much
Archival Analysis

Who, What, Where, How Many,
How Much

History

How, Why

No

No

Case Study

How, Why

No

Yes

Source: Yin, 2009, p. 6.

3.3 Selection of the Cases-H&M and Zara
In this research, as “purposive and theoretical sampling” is adopted, three main criteria are defined for the
selection of cases: convenience, access and geographic proximity (Bryman & Bell, 2011; Yin, 2009).
There are two main reasons for selecting H&M and Zara as the studying cases. Firstly, Zara, H&M, and Gap are
pioneers of “fashion retailer” principles operating with a chain of single-brand stores (Fernie & Perry, 2011).
Compared with only 38% ($2,001/5,232 millions) of net sales in Gap coming from its international activities,
Zara and H&M have a high degree of internationalization with 79% and 94% in 2011, respectively (The Gap,
2011; Inditex, 2011a; H&M, 2011a). Furthermore, regarding the definition of “fast fashion” in Chapter one, the
lead time of three weeks enables Zara and H&M to be considered as “fast fashion retailers”, while Gap operates
a one-year product life cycle (Ghemawat & Nueno, 2006; Fernie & Perry, 2011). Therefore, the two key words
in the research questions are “fast fashion retail” and “internationalization” based on two criteria “accessibility”
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and “acceptance.” H&M and Zara are appropriate for this study, as they are “fast fashion retailers” with a high
percentage of international sales. Additionally, since both H&M and Zara are of European origin, it is also
recommended to select them as samples on the basis of the criteria of geographic proximity.
Secondly, although both H&M and Zara are considered as “fast fashion global retailers”, there are a number of
differences indicated by internationalization literatures including different types of fast fashion global retailers.
H&M was described as a traditional/gradual internationalization retailer, which entered new markets with
successively greater psychic distance and gained knowledge with time and experience (Johanson &
Wiedersheim-Paul, 1975; 1977). However, Zara was characterized as a born-global retailer, which emphasized
psychic distance as irrelevant for internationalization and prior knowledge can be gained early on in life of the
firm (Bell & McNaughton, 2000; Bhardwajet al., 2011). The second difference relates to international production
networks. H&M outsourced a significant proportion of production to low costs countries such as China and
Africa (Guercini & Runfola, 2004), while Zara owned 17 worldwide manufacturing subsidiaries, enabling an
agile supply chain with a high level of responsiveness to emerging fashion trends (Tokatli, 2008).
Therefore, since both similarities and differences can be exploited for examining applications of two models,
H&M and Zara are appropriate for this multiple-case study research.
3.4 Data Collection
According to Saunders et al. (2007), there are two categories of data: primary andsecondary data.Primary data is
collected specifically for a particular research project and traditionally through direct observations, surveys,
interviews and company documents. On the other hand, secondary data refers to the data that is analysed from
earlier studies where the combination of raw data and summaries can form new data and new relationships
(Saunders et al., 2007).
Since this research is based on an exploratory approach employing deductive reasoning, both primary (company
documents and press releases) and secondary data (published reports) are chosen as the data collection method.
Firstly, the majority of data collection of this research is based on the primary data in organizational documents
from the public domain, including company annual reports, press releases, transcripts of chief executives’
speeches and public-relations material on the official websites. Secondly, as secondary data could utilize
high-quality data for a short-term research project (Bryman & Bell, 2011), secondary data is also collected in this
research from organisational reports such as Harvard Business School reports. Therefore, as these documents can
offer insights into managerial decisions and actions, the international decisions and activities of both H&M and
Zara can be analysed in depth to present a clear picture examining the applications of two models in reality.
4. Data Description
4.1 Case I: Zara
4.1.1 Background of Zara
Zara is one of the hottest fast fashion retailers of the 21st century (Ghemawat & Nueno, 2006). Founded in 1975,
Zara’s parent, Inditex, has become one of the leading global apparel retailers (Inditex, 2011a; Ghemawat &
Nueno, 2006). With its initial public offering (IPO) in 2001, Inditex’s sales and profits have experienced
significant growth for its eight brands (Figure 2), of which Zara contributes 64.8% of the total sales in 2011
(Inditex, 2011a). As shown in Figure 4.1, the net sales revenue of Inditex Group has dramatically grown from
€3,250 million in 2001 to €13,793 million in 2011, with Zara’s growth from €2,477 to 8,928 million. This rise
around the world has in turn generated significant profits. Regarding sales among the pioneers of global fashion
retailers, both Gap ($14,549 million) and H&M ($15,789 million) are still bigger than Zara ($10,894 million) in
2011, but Zara’s 19.2% margins beat Gap’s 9.9% and H&M’s 18.5% (The Gap, 2011; Inditex, 2011a; H&M,
2011a). Overall, Zara’s growth, to a large extent, benefits from its specific retail concept and strategies of
internationalization.
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Figuure 2. Evolutioon of the resultts in inditex grroup and zara ((2001-2011)
Source: Dataa are collected from
m the annual reports of Inditex, 20001a-2011a.

4.1.2 Interrnationalizationn of Zara
With the oopening of a sttore in Oporto (Portugal) in 1988, Zara staarted its internnational expanssion. By the en
nd of
2011 fiscaal year, the totaal number of sttores owned byy Zara around the world is 1,,830 in 82 couuntries: 1,279 stores
s
were locatted in Europe (493 in Spainn), 207 in Am
merica, and 3444 in Asia andd the rest of tthe world (Ind
ditex,
2007a;20008a; 2011a). Overall,
O
internaational operatioons accountedd for 73% of Z
Zara’s stores annd 79% of its sales
in 2011, annd had been stteadily increasing its shares oof those totals (Inditex, 20111a). In this casse study, four based
b
perspectivves will be disccussed in term
ms of the internnationalization process of Zaara: Internationnal Presence, Entry
E
Modes, Intternational Maarketing, and Innternational M
Management.
4.1.2.1 Intternational Presence and Marrket Selection
As shownn in Figure 2,, the expansioon process off Zara can be divided into three stages: Domestic Market
(1975-19887), Slow Expaansion (1988-11997), and Agggressive Expannsion (1998-prresent).
Domestic M
Market (1975--1987)
In this perriod, Zara exteended its netw
work of retail stores to majorr Spanish citiees, focusing the expansion on the
domestic m
market (Inditexx, 2012a).
Slow Expaansion (1988-11997)
Zara’s inteernational exppansion begann in 1988 witth the openingg of a store iin Oporto in northern Porttugal.
Between 11989 and 19977, it added onee or two countrries per year too its market poortfolio. By thhe end of this stage,
s
there weree Zara stores inn nine Europeaan countries, thhe United Statees, and Israel.
Aggressivee Expansion (1998-present)
(
)
Since 19997, Zara becaame more dettermined and entered the tthird stage w
which can be called “aggressive
expansion””. Between 19998 and 2003, Zara consoliddated its positioon in the Euroope with 36 new-added coun
ntries,
instead off gaining a fooothold in otherr more distantt countries (Fiigure 3). How
wever, since 20004, Zara bega
an to
focus on A
Asia as the com
mpany’s priorrity for expanssion (Inditex, 22011a). In 20111, 59 stores w
were opened in
n this
region, com
mprising 55%
% of total openiings. China deeserves a speciial mention ass it saw 30 new
w stores, wherre the
chain alreaady has over 100
1 stores. In Asia, the num
mber of new sttores in Japan and South Koorea, with 11 and
a 7
openings rrespectively is also importannt (Inditex, 20110a; 2011a).
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Figure 33. The expansioon process of zzara (1975-20111)
Source: Dataa are collected from
m the annual reports ofInditex, 19988a-2011a; and, thee press release doccument Inditex, 20012a.

4.1.2.2 Maarket Entry
While all of Zara’s storres in Spain w
were companyy-owned, threee modes of maarket entry weere adopted fo
or its
internationnal expansion: own subsidiarries, franchisinng and joint veentures.
Own subsiidiaries
Zara had ooriginally inteernationalized through comppany-owned sttores and, at tthe end of 2011, operated 1,648
1
such storees presenting 87%
8
of the tootal number off stores (Indittex, 2011a). Z
Zara typically aadopted this direct
d
market enttry strategy intto the Westernn countries withh similar socieety environmennt and aesthetiic standard, such as
the majoritty of Europeann and South Am
merican counttries (Inditex, 22012a).
Franchisin
ng
Zara impleemented franchhises in “counntries that weree small, risky, or subject to ssignificant cultural differenc
ces or
administraative barriers”,, such as Anddorra, Iceland,, and Poland iin Europe, annd especially tthe Middle Ea
astern
countries ((where restricttions on foreiggn ownership ruuled out directt entry) (Ghem
mawat & Nuenno, 2006, p. 17). By
the end off 2011, 182 fraanchised storess were operateed by Zara arouund the world, presenting 7..9% of the tota
al net
sales (Indiitex, 2011a).
Joint venttures
Zara used joint venturess in five largerr, more importtant markets-Jaapan, Germanyy, Italia, Southh Korea, and India,
where therre were barrierrs to direct enntry, especiallyy the difficultyy of obtaining pprime retail sppace in city ce
enters
(Inditex, 22012a). In 20008, the decisionn to link withh the Lotte Grooup, holding 880% of the joiint venture ena
abled
Zara to oppen its first stoore in Young P
Plaza, one of tthe highest-traaffic departmennt stores in Koorea owned by
y this
partner (Innditex, 2008a; Inditex, 2008bb). More recenntly, in 2010, Innditex and the Tata Group siigned an agreement
to form a 51-49 joint veenture to deveelop Zara’s firrst store in thee Indian capitaal, Delhi, in thhe Select CityW
Walk
shopping C
Centre (Inditexx, 2010b).
Accordingg to the press release docum
ment publisheed by Inditex in 2012a, Zarra was describbed as followiing a
specific paattern of expaansion. Once tthe entry deciision is made for a particullar country a flagship store in a
strategic aarea is openedd, examples innclude the embblematic storees in Sydney’ss Pitt Street, M
Melbourne’s Burke
B
Street, andd Taiwan’s Taippei 101 buildinng (Inditex, 20011a). After deeveloping som
me operating exxperience locally, it
would addd stores in adjoining areas iin that countryy. Furthermoree, this accumuulated experiennce and knowlledge
also enablees Zara to incrrease the owneership in its fraanchising (i.e.,, Turkey, Russiia, Kazakhstann) and joint venture
(i.e., Germ
many, Italy) aggreements for a higher leveel of control (Inditex, 1999aa; 2005b; 20006b; 2006c; 20
006d;
2012a).
4.2 Case II
II: H&M
4.2.1 Backkground of H&
&M
Founded fr
from a single womenswear
w
sttore in 1947 inn Viisteras, a sm
mall Swedish town, Hennerss & Mauritz (H
H&M)
has develooped to be a global
g
leading retailer offerinng fashion forr the whole faamily, and theiir home, consiisting
mainly off sales of clothhing, accessorries, footwear, cosmetics annd home textilles to consum
mers (H&M, 20
011a;
2012a). Allthough facingg strong compeetition from Zaara who has become the larggest global fasshion retailers since
2006, H&M’s sales andd profit have inncreased signiificantly in thee recent years due to the grrowth of the whole
w
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marketplacce. As shown in
i Figure 4, byy the end of the 2011 fiscal yyear, it experieenced an increaase sales from SEK
59,699 miillion in 2001 to 109,999 m
million in 20111, with net proofit rising from
m SEK 5,478 to 20,379 milllion.
Similarly, H&M’s growtth also benefitss from its retaiil concept and international m
markets.

Figure 4. Evolution of tthe results in H
H&M (2001-20011)
Source: Dataa are collected from
m the annual reports of H&M, 20011a-2011a.

4.2.2 Interrnationalizationn of H&M
Since H&M
M started its global
g
expansioon in 1964 byy entering into Norway, it haas experienced substantial grrowth
in internattional marketpplace. By the eend of 2011 fisscal year, H&M
M owned 2,4772 stores arouund the world in
i 43
countries. 2,007 stores were
w
located inn Europe (1733 in Sweden), 291 in North America, 104 in Asia, and 70
7 in
Middle Eaast and Northerrn Africa (H&
&M, 2011a). Ovverall, internattional operatioons accounted for 93% of H&
&M’s
stores and 94% of its saales in 2011 (H
H&M, 2011a). In this case sttudy, four baseed perspectivees will be discu
ussed
in terms of the internationalization process of H
H&M, Internaational Presennce, Entry Moodes, International
Marketingg, and Internatiional Managem
ment.
4.2.2.1 Intternational Presence and Marrket Selection
As shown in Figure 4.4,, compared wiith Zara, the exxpansion proccess of H&M w
was relatively longer and slo
ower,
which alsoo can be dividded into three stages: Domesstic Market (1947-1964), Sllow Expansionn (1965-1998), and
Fast Expannsion (2000-prresent).
Domestic M
Market (19477-1964)
As with Zaara, H&M focuused on its dom
mestic marketss during this period.
Slow Expaansion (1965-11998)
H&M’s innternational exxpansion begann with the opeening of a stoore in Norwayy in 1964 and Denmark in 1967.
1
However, it experiencedd a much longger and slowerr period in this stage with 333 years comppared with Zarra’s 9
years. Betw
ween 1965 and 1998, it addded one countryy every two or three years tto its market pportfolio (Figurre 5).
By the endd of this stage, there were H&
&M stores in 112 European coountries.
Fast Expaansion (2000-ppresent)
Since 20000 H&M enteered Spain annd the first m
market outside Europe - Thhe US, it beccame faster in
n the
internationnalization proccess. Especiallyy in 2007, twoo full-concept H
H&M stores oopened in the ddynamic metro
opolis
of Shanghhai, China; andd in 2008, it enntered Japan aand 11 countriees in Middle E
East and Northhern Africa (H
H&M,
2012b). Inn this period, H&M’s
H
internaational growthh target remainned to increase the number of stores by 10-15
1
percent peer year, while 275 new storres are planneed for 2012 w
with China, thhe US and thee UK as its la
argest
expandingg markets (H&M
M, 2011a).
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Figure 5. The Expansioon Process of H
H&M (1947-20011)
Source: Dataa are collected from
m the annual reports of H&M, 19966a-2011a; and, thee official website oof H&M, 2012a; 22012b.

4.2.2.2 Maarket Entry
Two modees of market enntry were utilizzed for H&M’ss international expansion: fraanchising and own subsidiarries.
Franchisin
ng
Similarly to Zara, H&
&M entered 11 countries iin Middle Eaast and Northhern Africa thhrough franch
hising
agreementts with one of the
t Middle East’s leading rettailers, M.H. A
Alshaya (H&M
M, 2006b). By ddoing this, H&
&M is
able to briing its fashion to a part of thhe world wherre it would nott otherwise be possible to esstablish a presence,
using the current H&M
M wholly-owneed subsidiary model (H&M
M, 2006b). By the end of 20011, 70 franch
hised
stores werre operated by H&M, presennting only 1.1%
% of the total nnet sales (com
mpared with Zaara’s 7.9%) (H
H&M,
2011a).
Own subsiidiaries
The currennt H&M wholly-owned subssidiary model is adopted in the majority oof its internatioonal markets- 26
2 in
Europe, 2 in North America (The US aand Canada), aand 4 in Asia ((Japan, China, South Korea, and Singapore
e). At
the end off 2011, its 2,4402 company--owned stores contributed 998.9% of the ttotal net saless, showing a larger
percentagee than Zara’s 87%
8
(H&M, 20011a).
5. Discusssion
5.1 Increm
mental Internattionalization M
Models-H&M
Accordingg to Bhardwajeet al. (2011) annd Chetty & C
Campbell-Hunnt (2004), H&M
M was charactterized as a ty
ypical
traditional/gradual fast fashion
f
retailerr. Based on thiis traditional m
model, retailerss learn and acqquire knowledg
ge on
a specific m
market with tim
me and experiience during diifferent stages of the processs. As the retaileers gain knowlledge,
their level of commitmeent to invest inn more resourcces increases, though it is a gradual and inncremental pro
ocess
(Jonsson, 2008). More specifically,
s
thhree perspectivves: Knowledgge Sharing, Reesource-based View, and Psy
ychic
Distance, w
will be discusssed within the reality of H&M
M’s internationnalization proccess.
5.1.1 Know
wledge Sharinng and Entry M
Mode
Three basiic characteristiics were descrribed in terms of fast fashionn retailers’ knoowledge sharinng and entry mode
m
which appplied Incremental Internationnalization Moddels: strong dom
mestic market, Gradual know
wledge acquisition,
and low risk-taking abiliity, while H&M
M only matcheed part of whatt the model sugggested in thiss case.
ng its
In this casse, before resorting to internnationalization,, H&M built a successful doomestic markeet for supportin
later internnational decissions, which ffollowed this m
model. Accordding to the E
Establishment C
Chain of U-M
Model
(Johanson & Wiedersheeim-Paul, 19755), firms that internationalize utilizing thhis strategy, em
mphasize haviing a
strong base in the home market beforee trading internnationally as it helps to mainntain financiial stability (Chetty
& Campbeell-Hunt, 20044). In 1947, H
H&M was founnded from a ssingle womensswear store inn Viisteras, a small
s
Swedish toown, followedd by the next sttore just two yyears later (H&
&M, 2012a). A
As H&M’s appproach to fashiion is
well receivved by the pubblic, the retaileer enabled to eextend its netw
work of stores to major Sweedish cities, such as
in Stockhoolm in 1952 (H
H&M, 2012a). Therefore, these domestic ddevelopments in 17 years (1947-1964) ena
abled
H&M to ssecure its posittion in the hom
me market beffore internationnalization. Hoowever, over thhe past 45 yea
ars of
internationnalization, onlyy 6% of the tootal sales were sourced from
m its domestic m
market, accounnting for 7% of
o the
total numbber of stores, while
w
the largeest markets inn Germany, US
SA and UK, contributed oveer 38% of the total
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sales (H&M, 2011a). This later much smaller home market cannot be considered as a strong support for H&M’s
recent rapid internationalization process (at least in the last ten years.
Another significant characteristic of the Incremental Internationalization Models assumes a commitment through
incremental steps to gradually build on experience and gain knowledge about foreign markets (Johanson &
Vahlne, 1977; Chetty & Campbell-Hunt, 2004). In this case, H&M followed this pattern in its slow expansion
stage (entering 12 European countries in 33 years), providing the retailer enough time to accumulate overseas
experience and identify strategies that can be successful enough to apply to their international operations.
Nevertheless, in its later stage - Rapid Expansion (2000-present), H&M broke down this traditional model in its
Middle East countries, where it acquired market knowledge from its local partner through franchising
agreements. With this previous knowledge gained early, H&M entered 11 Middle East countries in the same year
-2008 (H&M, 2012b).
On the other hand, as opposed to what Incremental Internationalization Models suggested, H&M maintained
both three types of knowledge sharing (forward, lateral, and reverse) flexibly. For example, regarding the
forward knowledge flow, H&M emphasised maintaining a corporate spirit, and therefore all new store
employees received a three-week introduction course internally and got assigned a mentor (EMCC Case Studies,
2004). While H&M’s lateral knowledge flow allowed stores that opened in a foreign market to share daily
information and was responsible for the sales and stock management such as the need for restocking and
procurement between stores (H&M, 2011a). However, as store managers were responsible for following new
market trends and competitors at a local level, and then reporting these to its central office, to a large extent,
H&M benefited from this reverse knowledge flow for acquiring local knowledge and information rapidly in its
later expansion stage. Overall, all these three types of knowledge sharing were facilitated by its ICT system from
the head office in Stockholm to the individual stores, the central warehouse, and the procurement
department/production offices, enabling both front-end and back-end data sharing and integration (H&M, 2011a).
This fitted the knowledge flow model, which was characterized by Rapid Internationalization Models (Kim &
Hwang, 1992).
Furthermore, H&M was not matching the characteristic of Incremental Internationalization Models in terms of
the low risk-taking ability in its internationalization process. In the recent literature, H&M was described as a
traditional/gradual fast fashion retailer who avoided risk taking and lacked of knowledge, which resulted in
lower-risk entry mode decisions and slow nature of learning process (Bhardwaj et al., 2011; Chetty &
Campbell-Hunt, 2004). However, H&M’s knowledge sharing established the presence of exchange of
firm-specific and local-level knowledge in its international operations, which supported the high-control entry
mode internationalization model used by H&M with over 98.9% wholly-owned subsidiaries in foreign markets
in 2011 (compared with Zara’s 87%) (Meyer et al., 2009; H&M, 2011a; Inditex, 2011a).
5.1.2 Resource-Based View
Regarding the resource-based view of internationalization process, traditional/gradual fast fashion retailers were
specified as being partially integrated, developing customized products based on target location, maintaining
short-term relationship and accumulating knowledge with time and experience (Chetty & Campbell-Hunt, 2004).
In other words, the international objectives of traditional/gradual retailers were considered as firm survival and
gaining market share, compared with born-global retailers’ competitive advantages, “looking-in” customers, and
protecting and exploiting proprietary knowledge (Bell & McNaughton, 2000). In this case, H&M did not fit the
Incremental Internationalization Models in terms of its resource-based view.
While H&M was regarded as a traditional/gradual fast fashion retailers that was partially integrated, this case
reveals H&M was suggested as fully integrated in the retail concept controlling each level of its supply
chain-design, manufacturing, logistics and store management. Focusing on the customer, H&M’s design and
buying department created the collections centrally, which was fully controlled by the head office in Stockholm
(H&M, 2011a). Although over 700 independent suppliers for its manufacturing were located around the world,
H&M maintained local production offices in Asia and Europe, aiming to guaranteeing the quality of the products
and that manufacturing takes place under good working conditions (H&M, 2011a). This close cooperation with
the suppliers benefited H&M’s vertical integrated retail concept with high levels of control from the production
offices. Furthermore, its back-end integration was created by the central distribution centre located in Germany
that served as the transit terminal and where the store managers reports to the head office in Stockholm
following new market trends and competitors at a local level (H&M, 2011a; EMCC Case Studies, 2004).
Therefore, with this vertical integrated company, H&M controlled each level of its design, production,
distribution and sales leading to global competitive advantages: customer orientation, short lead times and
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cost-efficient production, which did not follow what Incremental Internationalization Models suggested as
partially integrated.
Additionally, as opposed to the short-term relationships of traditional/gradual fast fashion retailers, H&M’s
strong O-specific advantages also resulted from its long-term relationships and networks with the suppliers
(Chetty & Campbell-Hunt, 2004). For instance, H&M’s code of conduct was maintained as an ethical document
to build long-term labour relations with its global suppliers, thereby it was able to exploit economies of scale for
lower product costs, and the suppliers had a loyal customer (EMCC Case Studies, 2004).
On the other hand, being different from what has been suggested as a traditional/gradual fast fashion retailers
that it would develop customized products based on local level, the O-specific advantages led to H&M’s
worldwide standardized strategy and limited activities were adapted to the target markets in its
internationalization process for protecting and exploiting these proprietary knowledge (Bell & McNaughton,
2000). In this case, it maintained the same basic international marketing format around the world, for example,
over 80% of its product range was the same in all markets, and standardized promotion guidelines were
transmitted to the individual stores (EMCC Case Studies, 2004; H&M, 2011a).
5.1.3 Psychic Distance
In this case, H&M matched the traditional psychic distance model of U-Model in its expansion process
(Johanson & Wiedersheim-Paul, 1975). The traditional Incremental Internationalization Models implied that
firms enter new markets with successively greater psychic distance (Andersen, 1993; Johanson & Vahlne, 1990).
This suggests firms enter a particular market close to and similar to the home country before expanding into
more distant and dissimilar markets. In 1964, H&M opened the first store outside Sweden in Norway, which is
next to its domestic market with a similar culture with the smallest psychic distance (the greatest sources of
influence on Swedish culture came from Denmark, Norway and England in the early Middle Ages) (Hofstede,
1991; H&M, 2012b). Since then, during the early slow expansion stage (1965-1998), all of its 12 new foreign
countries (i.e., United Kingdom, Switzerland, Germany, and Netherlands) were within limited psychic distance,
similar European culture, and a common language and religion (Hofstede, 1991).
Furthermore, after experiencing 33 years in 12 markets with less psychic distance, H&M began to open stores in
two more psychically distant markets in 2000: Spain and the US (H&M, 2012b). As H&M gained knowledge
through its vertical integration, it expanded quickly to other more distant and dissimilar markets. In 2007, H&M
extended its expansion network into China and Japan. It also entered 11 Middle East countries with a greater
psychic distance in 2008 (Hofstede, 1991). It seems that the company lay in the paradox framework of Evans
and Mavondo (2002) in this stage, emphasizing that psychic distance is irrelevant for internationalization.
However, before entering these greater psychic distance markets (Japan and Middle East countries), H&M
gained knowledge from its less psychic distance markets firstly in 33 years (i.e., Norway, Denmark, and
Switzerland), and then more distant ones in 7 years (i.e., Spain and the US). Therefore, although it was able to
accelerate the internationalization process and move more quickly to psychically distant markets in the later
stage, H&M still followed the traditional psychic distance model of U-Model: entering new markets with
successively greater psychic distance (Johanson & Wiedersheim-Paul, 1975).
5.2 Rapid Internationalization Models-Zara
Significantly being different from H&M, Zara was considered as a born-global fast fashion retailer by recent
literature (Bhardwaj et al., 2011; Caro et al., 2010; Lopez & Fan, 2009). On the basis of Rapid
Internationalization Models, Zara was described as maintaining three basic characteristics in terms of its
internationalization process: Great knowledge sharing (non-strong domestic market before internationalization;
all three types of knowledge sharing; higher risk-taking ability; early experience and knowledge gaining on in
life of the firm); competitive resource-based advantages (fully integration; standardisation; long-term
relationship and networks with intermediaries); and irrelevant psychic distance (Chetty & Campbell-Hunt, 2004;
Bell & McNaughton, 2000). However, in this case, Zara appears not to totally follow the Rapid
Internationalization Process.
5.2.1 Knowledge Sharing and Entry Mode
In this case, Zara did not follow the born-global model in its early internationalization process (1988-1997) with
previous successful domestic market’s support and incremental/gradual steps on experience and knowledge
acquisition, while the company matched the model in the later aggressive expansion stage since 1998.
Before trading internationally (1988), Zara had a strong base in the home market for maintaining a financial
stability, following the Establishment Chain of U-Model instead born-global model (Johanson &
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Wiedersheim-Paul, 1975). On the one hand, since its foundation in 1975, Zara’s approach to fashion was well
received by the domestic market, enabling the retailer to extend its network of stores to major Spanish cities
(Inditex, 2012a). These developments in domestic markets (13 years) before going international, to a large extent,
benefited its early slow internationalization stage (1988-1997). On the other hand, between 1985 and 1987,
Inditex’s manufacturers devoted their entire output to Zara, which laid the foundations for a distribution system
that can meet the needs of its expected rapid pace of global growth (Inditex, 2012a).
Additionally, during its early slow internationalization stage, instead of utilizing born-global model, Zara also
adopted the stage model for gaining experience and knowledge: acquiring experience and knowledge about
foreign markets through incremental steps (Bell & McNaughton, 2000). Between 1988 and 1997, it only added
one or two countries per year to its market portfolio (at a median distance of about 3,000 kilometres from Spain),
which guaranteed the company enough time to accumulate local experience and knowledge.
Nevertheless, after nine years initial movement, Zara entered into an aggressive internationalization stage
(1998-present), which applied to the born-global model with greater knowledge sharing, high risk-taking ability
and early experience and knowledge gaining on in life of the firm (Bhardwaj et al., 2011).
Firstly, as born-global model suggested, Zara maintained both three types of knowledge sharing (forward, lateral,
and reverse) in international activities. Forward knowledge flows, for example, could be created through the IT
system for transmitting information of product design collections or corporate decisions to its individual stores
around the world (Inditex, 2012a). While Zara’s later rapid internationalization process may, to a large extent,
benefit from the reverse knowledge sharing, which fitted what the knowledge flow model suggested that reverse
knowledge flow is more important for successful globalization (Kogut & Zander, 1992; Jonsson, 2008). Zara’s
reverse-flow was created via its worldwide IT system for exchange information from individual stores to
headquarters, especially retailing store manager’s and trend spotter’s daily reports, representing as “a vehicle for
gathering market information, sending feedback to design teams and reporting on trends requested by customers”
(Inditex, 2012a, p. 8). These three knowledge flows allowed both explicit and tacit knowledge (i.e., specific
knowledge of product sales, customer reaction to new products and local trends) to be exchanged from the
foreign units, back through the home office and then back out to the foreign units, and thus generated a
combination of benefits for Zara including its transaction-specific types of overseas knowledge (Kim & Hwang,
1992).
Secondly, with these unique knowledge sharing capabilities, Zara was able to adopt high-control and high-risk
internationalization entry strategy with 87% of the total number of stores in foreign markets through
wholly-owned subsidiaries in 2011 (Inditex, 2011a). Furthermore, after developing experience operating locally,
Zara increased the ownership in its franchising (i.e., Turkey, Russia, and Kazakhstan) and joint venture (i.e.,
Germany, Italy) agreements for a higher level of control, which fitted what born-global model suggested that
higher risk-taking would result in adapting and innovating in new environments more quickly (Chetty &
Campbell-Hunt, 2004).
Finally, as opposed to gaining experience and knowledge about foreign markets incrementally in
traditional/gradual fast fashion retailers, Zara added 6 countries on average per year to its market portfolio (71
new markets in 12 years) during its aggressive internationalization stage (1998-present), which resulted in
acquiring knowledge at a local level for the next new market. Furthermore, it was able to acquire the prior
experience and knowledge early on in life of the firm through its partnerships with franchising and joint ventures
agreements in foreign countries with more cultural differences or administrative barriers. Therefore, in terms of
acquiring specific knowledge and experience, Zara fitted the born-global model in its aggressive
internationalization stage (1998-present).
5.2.2 Resource-Based View
In this case, Zara partly followed the resource-based view of born-global fast fashion retail internationalization
model with a fully integrated and long-term relationship with some particular intermediaries for experiential
knowledge acquisition, while the company kept parts of its adaptations to international activities, which was
different from the born-global model’s view (Bell & McNaughton, 2000; Chetty & Campbell-Hunt, 2004).
Following the born-global model, although both Zara and H&M were characterized as vertically integrated,
fitting the born-global internationalization model, they achieved this fully integration through different types of
supply chain models (Fernie & Perry, 2011). H&M fully outsourced production but maintained a fully integrated
design, logistics system and retailing stores through utilizing ICT-system linking with its central office in
Stockholm. Zara kept control of a large proportion of its fashion products through company-owned factories to
achieve vertical integration. Therefore, as the born-global model suggested, Zara’s vertical integrated retail
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concept resulted in unique competitive advantages: updating merchandise to customer tastes in the shortest time
– “new garments land in stores twice weekly” (Inditex, 2012a, p. 6).
On the other hand, rather than entirely correlating with the born-global model, Zara combined different parts of
the standardization and adaptation concepts in its international retailing operations, although its parent company
- Inditex used the same basic format in all fashion concepts for protecting its strong O-specific resources. For
instance, it selected market entry through following the standard procedures in a commercial team from
headquarters to study a specific entry opportunity, while the actual application of this template for market
analysis varied somewhat from country to country (i.e., the opening of the first store in New York for
informational purposes) (Ghemawat & Nueno, 2006). Furthermore, compared with H&M’s high-level
standardization, Zara adapted its prices and positions globally on the basis of different market characteristics, but
standardized its product designs and promotion (Inditex, 2012a).
Additionally, being partly associated with the born-global model, Zara just maintained long-term relationships
with intermediaries (i.e., franchising and joint venture partners) in some particular countries to acquire
experiential knowledge during its aggressive internationalization stage (1998-present), instead of waiting to
accumulate the knowledge itself, while it took incremental steps to gain knowledge from foreign markets with
time and experience in the early slow internationalization stage (1988-1997).
5.2.3 Psychic Distance
In this case, instead of entirely correlating with the born-global model, Zara followed the traditional psychic
distance model of U-Model in its slow internationalization stage (1988-1997), while it maintained relatively
weakened correlation between the entered foreign markets and psychic distance in the later aggressive expansion
process (1998-present) (Johanson & Wiedersheim-Paul, 1975).
During the slow internationalization stage (1988-1997), with the classic psychic distance model of Johanson and
Vahlne (1975; 1977; 1990; 2009), Zara first expanded into geographically and/or psychologically proximate
markets with a minimum level of socio-economic development, before expanding into more distant and
dissimilar markets. In 1988, Zara began international expansion with the opening of a store in Portugal, which
was a familiar market due to its geographical and cultural proximity to Spain (Hofstede, 1991). Between 1988
and 1997, it entered one or two countries per year (at a median distance of about 3,000 kilometres from Spain),
such as in 1990 France –“a geographically contiguous country and a starting point for the later expansion in
Northern Europe-Belgium and Sweden in 1994”. In 1992 it entered Mexico – “though geographically distant,
was culturally close to the home country, and provided with a reference of the South American market” (Lopez
& Fan, 2009, p. 10).
As Zara gained knowledge through its backwards integration and early internationalization, it expanded rapidly
(since 1998) to other foreign markets with less cultural or geographical proximity. As the traditional model
suggested that after entering geographically and/or psychologically proximate markets, expansion would move
to more distant markets (Johanson & Vahlne, 1975; 1977; Andersen, 1993), Zara seemed to follow this model.
However, another crucial characteristic of the traditional model was described that this process should be
operated in a gradual manner (O’Grady & Lane, 1996). In this case, during the later aggressive expansion
process, Zara was able to significantly accelerate the process for entering greater psychically distant markets, and
then extended its stores networks rapidly in those countries, such as China (101 stores in 5 years) and South
Korea (34 stores in 3 years). Therefore, instead of entirely correlating with the traditional or born-global model,
Zara’s international strategy combined the divide between the classic psychic distance model of Johanson &
Vahlne (1975; 1977) and the paradox framework of O’Grady & Lane (1996) and Evans & Mavondo (2002).
5.3 Summary of H&M and Zara in Two Models
In conclusion, two conclusions can be drawn in this discussion. Firstly, both H&M and Zara did not entirely
correlate with the expectations of Incremental and Rapid Internationalization Models, which appears to be
significantly different from what have mentioned in the Literature Review that concluded that Zara was a
born-global fast fashion retailer and H&M was a traditional/gradual global one. Secondly, another conclusion is
that in these two representative fast fashion retailers, Rapid Internationalization Models were not adopted
completely independently, while to a large extent, Incremental Models were still relevant, especially in their
early expansion stages.
6. Conclusion
This research has looked into two internationalization process models - Incremental and Rapid
Internationalization - in terms of fast fashion retailing. It aimed to critically introduce and discuss how two
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representative global fast fashion retailers - H&M and Zara - align with these two models through a
multiple-case study. Based on this, two conclusions can be drawn in this research. Firstly, both H&M and Zara
did not entirely correlate with the expectations of Incremental and Rapid Internationalization Models. This
appears to be significantly different from what has been mentioned in the literature review, which concluded that
Zara was a born-global fast fashion retailer and H&M was a traditional/gradual global one. Secondly the two fast
fashion retailers adoption of the Rapid Internationalization Models were not adopted completely independently;
while to a large extent, the Incremental Models were still relevant, especially in their early expansion stages.
These findings remain speculative and provocative and would therefore contribute to the existing literatures in
fast fashion retailing.
In this case, H&M did not entirely align with Incremental Internationalization Models as a traditional/gradual
fast fashion retailer in the recent research (Bhardwajet al., 2011; Chetty & Campbell-Hunt, 2004), but involved
part of Rapid Models. H&M’s successful domestic market strategy before going international, the gradual
experience and knowledge acquisition during early slow expansion stage (1965-1998), and utilizing the
traditional psychic distance model (Johanson & Vahlne, 1975; 1977) in its expansion process are characterized in
the gradual model. On the other hand, H&M also maintained several differences from this traditional model,
such as a vertical integrated retail concept, strong O-specific competitive advantages, high risk-taking ability of
entry mode, and short-term relationships and networks with its suppliers, which enabled the company’s later fast
internationalization process.
Compared with H&M, a relatively larger proportion of Zara’s international activities and strategies aligned with
the expectations of Rapid Internationalization Models as a born-global fast fashion retailer, while part of it
remained relevant with the Incremental Models. Zara achieved all three types of knowledge sharing (forward,
lateral, and reverse) with O-specific competitive advantages, which enabled its high risk-taking ability of entry
mode and later aggressive internationalization. However, in the beginning of its internationalization, Zara still
followed the traditional stage model for gaining knowledge about foreign markets through incremental steps to
gradually build on experience and entering new markets with successively greater psychic distance.
Therefore, instead of entirely correlating with the traditional or born-global model in recent literature, both H&M
and Zara combined the divide between two models, and appeared to adopt the traditional stage model in their
early process, which suggested that stage model was still relevant.
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